LLM Course Offerings – Fall 2022

LLM IN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Required Courses offered in fall

- 093 * Introduction to US Law (LLM ONLY) (2 credits) - evening
- 108 ** Economics for Lawyers (LLM ONLY) (3 credits) – online, asynchronous course
- 191 Copyright Law (3 credits) – evening
- 248 Patent Law I (2 credits) – evening

Elective Courses offered in fall for general LLM in Intellectual Property

- 224 // Arts & Entertainment Advocacy Clinic (E) (W) (3 credits) – day
- 437 Federal Circuit Practice Seminar (2 credits) - day
- 384 National Security (3 credits) - evening
- 306 Patent Office Litigation (2 credits) – evening
- 351 + Patent Writing Theory & Practice (2 credits) - evening
- 289 Perspectives on Regulation (2 credits) - evening
- XXX Thesis/Independent Study (1-3 credits) (also offered in spring, for information contact Professor Catherine Stahl)

* Must be taken in first semester. Waived for students who have completed the JD degree at a United States law school.
** Must be taken in first semester.
// Enrollment with permission of instructor only.
+ This course has prerequisites; please see course description at https://www.law.gmu.edu/academics/courses/.
(E ) Denotes an Experiential course.
(W) Denotes a Writing course.